SPACESAVER CREATES A CUSTOM-DESIGNED SYSTEM FOR THE BALTIMORE COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT TO STORE WEAPONS AND FIRE ARMS

WHAT: Baltimore County Police Department, Towson, Maryland Crime Lab, Firearms Identification Unit.

PROBLEM: The Crime Lab was running out of storage space and needed an easier way to view the weapons without having to go through boxes of pistols or moving around hundreds of long arms.

OBJECTIVE: To keep the collection in close proximity to their lab, provide growth for their collection and most importantly, provide a “visible collection” for their detectives.

SOLUTION: A custom-designed system created with the input of the Baltimore County Police Department, the local Spacesaver systems planner and Spacesaver’s corporate office.

PRODUCT: Spacesaver Mechanical Assist mobile storage units, Metal Dynamics powder-coated steel slatwall with steel rods and Spacesaver’s Weapons Rack II.

UNIQUE FEATURES
- Roller-guide bearing mechanical assist carriages provide smooth carriage movement and superior performance.
- Weapons Rack II with adjustable barrel rests for long arms storage.
- Metal slatwall with different diameter rods positioned on a slight tilt for varying caliber pistols.

BENEFITS
- Spacesaver’s synchronized mechanical assist carriages with roller guide bearing guidance provides for easy carriage movement without whipping or binding of carriages.
- The collection is located in one area for easy viewing.
- High storage density was achieved.
- The system stores almost 3,000 weapons.
- The system is aesthetically pleasing- “A showcase” for the department.